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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we consider the problem of implementing large-scale
gradient descent algorithms in a distributed computing setting in
the presence of straggling processors (stragglers). To mitigate the
effect of the stragglers, it has been previously proposed to encode
the data with an erasure-correcting code and decode at the master
server at the end. In this work, instead, we propose to encode
the second-moment of the data with an iteratively decodable low
density parity-check (LDPC) code. To analyze our scheme, we show
that for a randomized model for stragglers the gradient descent
method with the proposed moment-encoding based setup can be
viewed as stochastic gradient descent. This leads to a convergence
guarantee for our gradient descent algorithm. On the other hand,
iterative decoding methods of LDPC codes come with very low
computational overhead and the number of decoding iterations
can be made to automatically adjust with the number of stragglers
present. We have implemented the proposed moment-encoding
method, and it outperforms the previously proposed schemes in a
real distributed computing setup.

1

CODED DISTRIBUTED COMPUTATION

As a general principle, large scale distributed computing setups
(e.g., [5, 18]) divide the original problem at hand into many small
tasks, which are then assigned to many computing servers, namely
workers. The master server collects the outcomes of local computation at the workers (potentially over multiple rounds) and
computes the final result. In large scale practical systems, this process of collecting the outcomes from the workers is usually prone to
unpredictable delays [4]. Such delays arise due to various reasons,
including the slow-down at worker servers and the congestion
present in the communication networks among the servers in the
system. The workers that are not able to provide the outcome of
their local computation within a reasonable deadline due to these
delays are termed stragglers. The presence of the stragglers can
significantly degrade the performance of the system. Therefore, it
becomes critical to address the variability in the response times of
different components of the computing setup during the design of
the computational tasks.
The problem of mitigating the effect of stragglers has been explored in many recent works. The replication schemes assign each
task to multiple servers [1, 14, 16]. This ensures that the task gets
completed without significant delay if at least one of the servers
processing the task is non-straggler. In [9], Lee et al. explored coding theoretic ideas that went beyond the replication schemes in
order to address the issue of straggling servers. They focus on linear

computation, such as the product of matrix A with vector x, and
propose to encode the columns of A by a maximum distance separable (MDS) code to obtain a taller encoded matrix. The rows of the
encoded matrix are distributed among workers, that are responsible
for computing the inner product of the rows assigned to them with
x. The redundancy among the rows of the encoded matrix allows
for computation of Ax even if some of the servers fail to respond
with the computation assigned to them. In [6], Dutta et al. further
explore the problem of reliably computing a matrix-vector product with the additional requirement that the rows of the encoded
matrix are sparse. This is motivated by the objective of reducing
the computation at the workers and communication between the
master and the workers which scales with the row-sparsity of the
encoded matrix. The similar ideas for other computational tasks
(e.g., matrix-matrix product and convolution between vectors) have
been explored in [2, 7, 10, 17]. Another line of work that addresses
the issue of minimizing the amount of communication during data
shuffling using coding techniques, both with and without stragglers,
is presented in [9, 11–13] and reference therein.
In [9], Lee et al. also focus on performing iterative gradient descent procedure in a distributed manner via repeatedly invoking
their solution for coded computation of matrix-vector product. In
this paper, we also rely on coded computation of matrix-vector
product. However, we encode the second moment matrix as opposed to the plain data matrix, as done in [9]. This leads to reduced
communication rounds. Furthermore, this also makes the analysis
of the optimization procedure completely different from that in
[9]. As another novel contributions, we utilize LDPC codes which,
as discussed above, allow for both efficient decoding and control
over the quality of the (approximate) gradient computed in each
step of the optimization procedure. In [8], Karakus et al. also study
the problem of recovering the model parameters of a linear model
by solving an alternative optimization problem where both data
points and their labels are encoded by the matrices with maximal
(pairwise) incoherent columns. Again, our approach differs from
theirs as we solve the original optimization problem itself and rely
on moment encoding as opposed to data encoding.

2

METHODOLOGY AND MAIN RESULTS

We consider two simple problems of fitting a linear model to the
given data: linear regression and sparse recovery, and implement
gradient descent algorithm to solve them.
Let’s consider the simple linear regression task where we are
interested in learning a k-dimensional vector θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ k ) ∈
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Figure 1: Total number of iterations and total computation time for solving the linear regression problem(m = 2048).
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Figure 2: Total number of iterations and computation time for solving the sparse recovery problem in an underdetermined
system (k = 2000, m = 1024).
Rk such that the following total empirical loss function is minimized.
m 
T 
 1X
2
1
1
L(θ ) = ∥y − Xθ ∥22 = y − Xθ
y − Xθ =
yi − xTi θ ,
2
2
2 i=1
where y = (y1 , y2 , . . . , ym ) ∈ Rm and X = (x1 x2 · · · xm )T ∈
Rm×k . Here, the gradient of the total empirical loss with respect to
learning parameters θ has the following form.


∇θ L(θ ) = X T Xθ − X T y .
(1)
Note that the term X T y is independent of the optimization parameter θ ; as a result, this term needs to be computed only once at the
beginning of the gradient descent based optimization procedure.
By using the notation M = X T X and b = X T y, we can rewrite the
gradient as
∇θ L(θ ) = Mθ − b.

(2)

Therefore, the t-th step of the gradient descent optimization procedure takes the following form.
θ t = θ t −1 − ηt ∇θ L(θ t −1 ) = θ t −1 − ηt (Mθ t −1 − b),

(3)

where θ t denotes the estimate of θ at the end of t-th step. Similarly, ηt represents the learning rates during the t-th step of the
optimization procedure.
Now we distribute the task of computing matrix-vector product
Mθ t among the worker nodes. We use an LDPC code to encode
the matrix M = X T X . Note that, it is not necessary that the exact
gradient be computed in every step by the master for the gradient
descent algorithm to succeed. Moreover, the LDPC decoder has

very low computation complexity and can automatically adjust
to the number of the stragglers with small number of iteration of
the decoding required if there are not too many stragglers present.
Additionally, we can use the number of decoding iterations as a
tuning parameters. Depending on the number of stragglers, we
can run only those many decoding iterations that are sufficient to
ensure the desirable quality of the estimate of the gradient during
each gradient descent step. For a random model for stragglers,
the gradient descent method with the proposed moment encoding
based setup can be viewed as stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
method. We can use the standard convergence analysis for SGD
method to establish the convergence guarantee for our proposed
solution. The details can be found in the full-version of this paper.
The sparse-recovery problem seeks to find a sparse vector θ
from samples of the form y = Xθ . We employ a gradient-based
method similar to above in conjunction with a hard-thresholding
operation [3] in every step of the optimization procedure to achieve
the goal.
We also conduct a detail performance evaluation of our solution
on a distributed computing cluster (Swarm2) at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst [15]. The obtained performance results
show that the our proposed solution requires smaller number of
gradient steps to converge to the solution of the correct model
parameters. The results are plotted in Figures 1 and 2. We compared
our LDPC based (rate= 1/2) moment-encoding scheme with the
recently proposed data encoding (with MDS/Gaussian matrices)
scheme of Karakus et al. (KSDY17 in the figures) [8], as well as with
uncoded and replication-based schemes (2-replication).
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